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This invention relates to the general ?eld of writing 
instruments, and more particularly concerns the actuation 
of writing tips, as for example pen ball points, to vary 
the exposure thereof in response to ?nger or thumb pres 
sure applied to the instrument. 
A continuing problem presented by conventional com 

mercial ball point pens is that of inadvertent marking 
of a shirt or coat pocket when the pen is replaced therein 
without prior retraction of the pen tip. Past attempts 
to solve this problem have included the provision of 
Washable inks, which nevertheless, do not solve the prob 
lem of initial unsightly marking of the shirt or coat. 
The main object of the present invention is to provide 

a solution to the unwanted marking problem, through 
the creation of an automatically retracting pen point or 
tip characterized in that the tip is exposed for writing 
only when the user’s hand grips the pen casing during 
writing. As broadly conceived, this result may be brought 
about by providing a writing tip which is movable prox 
imate the terminal of the housing to vary the tip expo 
sure, and means for actuating tip movement and being 
locally exposed at the side of the housing to be actuated 
by the user’s ?nger or thumb during writing. Typically, 
such means includes a ?nger or thumb pressure respon 
sive element which projects through an opening in the 
side of the housing proximate the tip. 
An additional object of the invention is to provide for 

the realization of the aforementioned main object through 
providing a novel actuating means the construction details 
of which are particularly adapted to the results desired. 
Thus, the actuator is constructed to advance a cartridge 
within the shell for increasing the exposure of the tip 
and also preferably acts to continually urge the cartridge 
in a retraction direction for immediately retracting the I 
tip when the pressure responsive element is released. 
Typically, the pressure responsive element is movable 
generally transversely with respect to cartridge axial 
movement, and novel coupling mechanism is provided to 
convert the transverse movement of the pressure element 
to axial movement of the cartridge and writing tip, all 
within the limited con?nes of the pen housing. 
These and other objects of the invention, as well as 

the details of certain illustrative embodiments, will be 
understood more fully from'the following detailed de 
scription of the accompanying drawing, in which: 
FIGS. 1 and 2 are axial sections showing one form 

of the invention wherein the writing tip is retracted and 
advanced; and I 

FIGS. 3 and 4 are axial sections showing another form 
of the invention wherein the writing tips are retracted and 
advanced. 

In FIGS. 1 and 2 the elongated pen housing is shown 
at it} with an opening 11 within which a writing tip 12 is 
movable proximate the terminal of the housing to vary 
the exposure of the writing tip. The means for actuat 
ing the tip movement is generally shown at 13 and may 
be considered as having a portion thereof which is lo 
cally accessible at the side of the housing It} to be actu 
ated by the user’s hand during writing. Such portion 
typically includes a ?nger or thumb pressure responsive 
element 14 projecting through the side opening 15 in 
the housing in proximity to the tip 12, considering the 
overall length of the pen‘ housing. 
The means 13 may be considered to include in one 

of its forms an elongated cartridge generally indicated 
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at 16 which is attached to the writing tip 12, typically 
for supplying writing ?uid thereto, the cartridge also being 
movable axially within the shell or housing 19 to vary 
the exposure of the tip with respect to the opening. 
The actuator may also be considered to include mecha 
nism operatively coupling the element 14 to the car 
tridge for axially advancing the latter in response to 
transverse movement of the element 14. Typically,'the 
coupling mechanism shown includes a bell crank 17 piv 
oted at 18 so that one arm 19 of the crank coupled to 
the element 14 as by pivot 26 moves generally inwardly 
into the shell interior 21 as the other arm 22 of the 
crank coupled to the cartridge moves generally axially 
within the shell. The coupling of the arm 22 to the 
cartridge 16 is shown in this form of the invention to 
include one or more hangers .23 the ends of which are 
pivotally coupled at 24 and 25 to the arm 22 and the 
cartridge collar 26, respectively. 
FIG. 2 shows the pressure element 14 actuated by the 

user’s ?nger or thumb 4t? and the cartridge advanced to 
the extent that the writing tip is fully exposed. Under 
these conditions the terminal of the cartridge ?ange 2’7 
bottoms against the interior shoulder 2% of the pen hous 
ing, limiting such forward advancement. The crank 17 
in FIG. 2 resists retraction of the cartridge, since pivot 
18 is in near axial alignment with pivot 20. If desired, 
a stop 29 may be provided within the housing interior 
to limit inward displacement of the pressure element 14, 
as shown in FIG. 2. 
The actuator means may also be considered as con 

tinuously urging the cartridge in a retraction direction 
for decreasing the exposure of the tip 12. As an exam 
ple of this, the actuator means is shown to include a 
spring 3i) received on the cartridge inwardly of the ele— 
ment 14 and compressed between the shoulder 28 and 
the part 31 of the cartridge. 

Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4 the only difference 
from the previously described ‘structure is found in the 
type of actuator mechanism for coupling the pressure ele 
ment 14 to the cartridge. Such modi?ed mechanism is 
shown to include a cam 33 carried by the pressure ele 
ment 14 and a follower 34 carried by the cartridge and 
actuated by the cam as the latter moves inwardly to the 
position shown in FIG. 4. Such movement urges the 
follower and the cartridge to increase the exposure of 
the tip 12. Also, the actuator means is shown as piv 
oted at 35 so that the cam and pressure elements swing 
inwardly about the pivot in response to ?nger pressure. 
The actuator spring 30 acts as previously described to 
urge the cartridge in a retraction direction, and by increas 
ing the exposure "of the pressure element 14 at the side 
of the pen casing. 

FIG. 4 also shows the cam to have a plateau 36 act-V 
ing to resist axial retraction of the follower and car 
tridge, without completely blocking such retraction. Ac 
cordingly, the actuator mechanism acts to hold, or assists 
in holding, the tip 12 in protruding condition. 

I claim: 
1. In a writing pen assembly, the combination com? 

prising an elongated shell having an end opening, an 
elongated cartridge having av writing tip, the cartridge 
being movable axially within the shell to vary the expo 
sure of said tip with respect to said end opening, and‘ 
actuator means including a pressure responsive element 
movable in a direction to advance said cartridge within 
the shell for increasing the exposure of said tip, said 
element being exposed at the side of said shell near said 
end opening and in position to be pressed by the pen 
gripping ?nger or thumb of the writer during writing, 
said. actuator means includingn spring continuously 
urging the cartridge in a retraction direction for decreas 



3 
ing the exposure of said tip, said actuator means includ 
ing a cam and follower mounted so that one of the cam 
and follower coupled to said element movesgenerally 
inwardly into the shell interior as the other of said cam 
and follower coupled to said cartridge moves generally 
axially within said shell, the cam having an inclined 
facemovable' over a range corresponding to_different de 
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' V‘ oted to move in shell generally transversely with re 

greres of exposure ‘of the writing tip at said end opening, 7 
the cam also'having a plateau angled with respect to said 
face and having a position of near but not quite com 

' pletely stable engagement with the follower characterized 
in that retraction of said cartridge is blocked only when 
said element is pressed by the pen gripping ?nger or 

I thumb vof the writensaid plateau facing generally axially 
endwise to receive endwise thrust transmitted between the 
cam and follower and to transmit the bulk of said thrust 
to the shell independently ofitransrnis's‘ion to the pen grip- ' 
ping ?nger or thumb of the writer. 

" ' ' 2. The invention as de?ned in claim 71' in which said 
element extends at one side of said cartridge and is piv 
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spect'to cartridge axial movement, said cam being car— 
‘ried by said element and said follower carried by said 
cartridge rearwardly vof said spring to engage said plateau 
only after’ disengagement from said inclined face, said 
shell having a portion tapering toward said end opening 
and said element beinglocated. at said tapered portion. 
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